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California law requires that employers take a very proactive approach to sexual harassment training and prevention.
It has long required that all supervisors for employers of 50 or more employees undergo two hours of sexual harass-
ment training every two years. This training requirement was expanded in 2019 such that now all employers with 5
or more employees must provide that training as well. Furthermore, by January 1, 2020, all employers with 5 or more
employees must provide one hour of sexual harassment training to ALL employees, regardless of their supervisory
duties.

As if to drive the importance of this training home, the California legislature also changed the law such that a “hostile
work environment” claim no longer needs to show a “severe and pervasive” environment of harassment to hold an
employer liable. Instead, a single incident of sexual harassment can give rise to a hostile work environment
claim. As a result, employers are well advised to provide effective and relevant sexual harassment training to their
entire workforce soon and often.

Respectful Workplace Training meets all of the requirements of California state law and more. Using an easy to
follow framework detailing the legal history of workplace laws and protections, the training helps audiences
understand the legal and regulatory framework applicable to workplace behavior. The training guides the audience
through specific scenarios, customizable to your workplace, that allow your employees to evaluate how they would
address specific workplace incidents.

In addition to the topics required by the Department of Fair Employment and Housing, Respectful Workplace Training
guides supervisors and employees through hands-on scenarios on a range of harassment topics, including:

CDF attorney, Jen Cornell, has delivered Respectful Workplace Training to a range of workplace audiences, including
to corporate sales teams and tech company employees. Executives and attendees alike rave about the value the
training has brought to their workforces.

“Jen delivered a very effective and highly interactive training on how to be respectful in the workplace. We offered the training
to all employees in the company. Jen’s knowledge about the law and her approachable style made employees feel comfortable to
ask questions and engage in spirited dialogue. The training was practical, actionable, and well-received by all employees. Most
even said it was fun! I would highly recommend this training for people leaders and all employees.”

--- Beth S., Chief of People, technology company

“The Respectful Workplace training conducted by Jen was a perfect balance of knowledge and humor. This was not your typical
workplace training. I left feeling like I actually learned something."

--Umang S., attendee, corporate sales team

“I have used Jen Cornell and her Workplace Respectful Training with several different audiences – from manufacturing floor
employees to office workers. Her training is interactive, on point, and resonates with participants. Jen is a great presenter and is
able to discuss difficult topics in a non-threatening and conversational manner that leads the group to wanting to ask questions
and learn more.”

--- Beth B., Head of Human Resources, manufacturing company

Contact Jen Cornell at jcornell@cdflaborlaw.com or via phone at (415) 981-3233 to discuss pricing options for your
workforce, including flat fee training options.

Attorney Advertising. A testimonial describes only one person’s experience and is not a guarantee, promise, or reflection of future attendee results or views.
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